SENDING LABORATORY RESULTS VIA HOSPITAL WEBSITE: PATIENTS’ VIEWPOINTS AND PRIORITIES
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: One of the departments in the hospital that can provide health services is the laboratory department. This study examined patients’ satisfaction, viewpoints and priorities to receive laboratory results before and after receiving results via website.

Methods: This was a cross-sectional descriptive and analytic study that was carried out at Chamran hospital in Ferdows in 2015. This study consisted of three phases. The first phase: In order to determine the priorities and patients’ satisfaction, 200 patients were enrolled. The second phase: Of the participants, 95 were willing to receive laboratory results via the website. In this phase, after designing the portal, laboratory results of every person based on priorities and their views were sent to the portal. The third phase: Evaluating patients’ satisfaction after receiving laboratory results through the portal using electronic questionnaires. Data analysis was done by SPSS software version 19 using descriptive and analytic statistics including McNemar and Marginal Homogeneity.

Results: Receiving laboratory results along with information such as doctor’s name (p=0.024) and date of the laboratory test (p=0.021) after receiving the results via the Web site, most were welcomed. After receiving the results, more participants significantly mentioned that receiving results through a website was very much effective (n=80, 84.2%, n=50, 52.6%, p<0.0001).

Conclusion: The results of this study showed that regarding the patients’ priorities and views regarding electronic communication with laboratory departments, patients can lead tumor effective communication and are more satisfied.
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